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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by the Boeing Aerospace Company, a division of The

Boeing Company, Seattle, Washington for the Langley Research Center of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The design and fabrication of

advanced tubular structural element and panel test specimens from Rene" 41

material is presented. Test results for the structural element specimens are

presented and compared with analytical strength predictions. Predicted

strengths for the panel specimens under proposed future test load conditions

at elevated temperature are also presented. The work is part of a comprehen-

sive program to develop advanced beaded and tubular structural panel designs

and static strength prediction methods under contract NAS1-10749, "Design and

Testing of Advanced Structural Panels." This program was under the cognizance

of the contract monitor John L. Shideler, reporting to Herman L. Bohon, head

of the Thermal Protection Section of the Structures and Dynamics Division,

NASA Langley Research Center.

The technical leader and principal investigator on this program was Bruce E.

Greene, reporting to the program manager, John L. Arnquist, Chief of the

Structural Methods and Allowables organization. Manufacturing activities

were under the direction of Russell F. Northrop.

This report was prepared by Bruce E. Greene and Russell F. Northrop in cooper-

ation with John L. Shideler.

The art work and drafts for this report were prepared by Gary A. Jensen.
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ABSTRACT

A study was conducted to exploit the efficiency of curved elements in the

design of lightweight structural panels under combined loads of axial com-

pression, inplane shear, and bending. A summary of the initial program, which

encompassed the design, analysis, fabrication, and test of aluminum panels,

is presented in document NASA CR-2514.

The report presented herein describes the application of technology generated

in the initial aluminum program to the design and fabrication of Rene" 41

panels for subsequent performance tests at elevated temperature. Optimum

designs for two panel configurations are presented. The designs are appli-

cable to hypersonic airplane wing structure and are designed specifically

for testing at elevated temperature in the hypersonic wing test structure

located at the NASA Flight Research Center. Fabrication methods developed to

produce the Rene" panels are described. Test results of smaller structural

element specimens are presented to verify the design and fabrication methods

used. Predicted strengths of the panels under several proposed elevated tem-

perature test load conditions are presented.
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SUMMARY

For several years the Langley Research Center has been investigating

structural concepts which use curved elements to develop corrugated, beaded

and tubular structural panels. The curved sections exhibit high local

buckling strengths which lead to highly efficient structural concepts, and

their corrugated nature allows controlled thermal growth, to minimize thermal

stresses in high temperature applications.

As part of this continuing investigation design methods and fabrication

techniques for producing several potentially efficient panel concepts were

developed. Room temperature tests of aluminum panels verified that the

analytically predicted high structural efficiencies of these panels could

be achieved. A summary of this initial work is reported in NASA CR-2514.

The work presented in this report extends the technology developed for

aluminum to the design and fabrication of Rene" 41 panels. Governing analyti-

cal static strength and stability equations and geometric constraint equations

were incorporated in a random search type optimization computer code to

identify minimum mass designs for two tubular panel configurations. Fabri-

cation techniques suitable for producing these panel configurations in Rend 41

material were developed. The principal difference between the aluminum and

Rene" 41 assembly techniques was that the aluminum panels were bonded but the

Rend 41 panels were resistance welded. Room temperature buckling tests were

conducted on structural element specimens of the two panel designs to verify

the design and fabrication methods used. These tests demonstrated adequate

strength in the detailed design and fabrication of the end closures to transmit

full design and test loads into the structural panels. As a result of these

tests one of the configurations was selected for full scale panel fabrication.

Six 43 inch x 19 inch (109 cm x 48 cm) panel specimens of this configuration

were manufactured and delivered to NASA Flight Research Center where they will

be tested at elevated temperature in the hypersonic wing test structure to

evaluate their performance.



INTRODUCTION

For several years the Langley Research Center has been investigating struc-

tural concepts which use elements with curved cross sections to develop beaded

or corrugated skin panel structure (see ref. 1-6). The curved sections

exhibit high local buckling strengths which lead to highly efficient struc-

tural concepts. These concepts can be applied where a lightly beaded external

surface is aerodynamically acceptable or where the structure is not exposed

to airflow. Their corrugated nature makes them especially attractive for high

temperature application because the controlled thermal growth minimizes thermal

stress.

As a part of this continuing program, The Boeing Company under contract

NAS1-10749 (see ref. 6-10) has developed the design and fabrication techniques

for lightweight structural panels. Under this contract a random search-type

computer program was used to identify minimum mass designs for several poten-

tially efficient panel concepts. These panels were designed for combined

loads of axial compression, inplane shear, and bending due to lateral

pressure. A fabrication technique was developed which has been shown to be

cost effective and still permit mass production of panels. Room temperature

buckling tests were conducted on aluminum panels built from these concepts to

obtain failure data for correlation with theory. These experimental data indi-

cate that the analytically predicted high structural efficiencies of the

advanced panel can be achieved.

The work presented herein constitutes the next step in the program, which

is to apply the technology generated with aluminum to the design and fabrica-

tion of panels in a superalloy material for subsequent performance tests at

elevated temperature. The material selected for this work was Rene" 41. Using

the analysis methods and computer codes developed in the initial aluminum

panel phase, two optimum panel designs were obtained, one for a circular arc

tubular configuration, the other for a fluted tubular configuration. The

panels were designed to be tested in a realistic hypersonic wing test struc-

ture (see ref. 11) located at the NASA Flight Research Center.



The basic fabrication technique developed for aluminum panels was extended

and applied to the fabrication of Rend 41 panels. This extension included

development of tooling and forming sequences to produce the parts for the two

Rend 41 panel designs, and the development of a satisfactory welding pro-

cedure for joining the parts into completed panel assemblies.

Prior to fabricating the hypersonic wing test panels for delivery to NASA-FRC,

smaller size end closuce/local buckling specimens of the two designs were

fabricated and tested to demonstrate adequate strength in the end closures to

transmit panel design and test loads, and to verify the design and analysis

methods as applied to the fabricated Rend 41 panels. As a result of these

tests, the circular arc tubular design was selected for full size panel fab-

rication and testing. Six 43 inch x 19 inch (109 cm x 48 cm) panels of this

design were fabricated and delivered to the Flight Research Center where they

will be tested at high temperature to evaluate their performance in a

typical hypersonic airframe application.



SYMBOLS

E Modulus of elasticity

F Compression stress at failure

F Compression yield stress
cy

F Shear stress at failure
s

G Shear modulus

L Length of panel

N Axial compression load, Ib/in (kN/m)

N Shear load, Ib/in (kN/m)
xy

2 2
p Lateral pressure load, Ib/in (kN/m )

R Radius

t Thickness

W Width of panel



PANEL DESIGN

Optimum designs were obtained for each of two different panel configurations:

type 2 (tubular panel) and type 2A (fluted tubular panel). The panel designs

were obtained by the use of the OPTRAN computer code. This code employs a

random search type optimization routine to determine values of the cross

section design variables which constitute a panel of minimum mass per unit

area subject to specified load conditions, geometric constraints, and failure

mode constraints. The use of OPTRAN to obtain minimum mass panel designs

is discussed in reference 8. Analysis equations used to define failure

mode constraints for general instability, local instability, and material

strength of beaded and tubular panels are also given in reference 8.

Design Conditions

The panel design load conditions were selected to be compatible with the

NASA-FRC hypersonic wing test structure, and included combined axial com-

pression, shear, and lateral pressure. Panel design loads were:

N = 800 Ib/in ( 140 kN/m)
X

N = 250 Ib/in (43.8 kN/m)
xy

p = 0.75 Ib/in2 (5.2 kN/m2)

The nomirial panel dimensions for design purposes were assumed to be:

L = 43 in ( 109 cm)

W = 19 in ( 48 cm)

The material properties for Rene" 41 at the design temperature of 1350°F

(1005 K) were:

E = 23.5 x 106 Ib/in2 (162 GN/m2)

G = 9.04 x 106 Ib/in2 (62,3GN/m2)

F = 101 x 103 Ib/in2 (696 MN/m2)
cy



Optimum Panel Designs

The final panel cross section designs derived from OPTRAN with the pre- c

ceding design conditions are shown in figure 1. Each of these designs was

taken from the best of four independent OPTRAN runs to insure that the random

search technique resulted in a valid optimum design. The designs were con-

strained to obtain an integral number of tubes within the prescribed panel

width. Both designs were also constrained by a minimum material gage of

0.016 in. (0.041 cm).

Figures 2 and 3 show planfonn and profile details for the two panel types.

A clearance of 0.15 in (0.38 cm) was provided in addition to the specified

edge margin of 1.10 in (2.79 cm) at each side of the panel. The additional

clearance was provided to accommodate the bend radii at the bead mold lines

and possible cumulative error in the overall beaded width of the brake-

formed panels. The type 2A configuration was also constrained by a minimum

flat width of 1.00 in (2.54 cm) to insure adequate width for attaching stand-

off clips to support heat shields. The heat shield support locations are

shown projected on the planform views in figures 2 and 3.

The OPTRAN design of the type 2 configuration was obtained using the modified

failure mode analysis equations which achieved correlation within 5 percent

between analysis and test of type 2 aluminum panels, as presented in reference

8. Because of complex modal behavior involving distortions of the fluted

tube cross section an acceptable correlation of analysis with test of the type

2A aluminum panels was not achieved. However, preliminary tests indicated that

with inserts to stabilize the tube cross-section, an adequate margin of safety

could be achieved in the proposed type 2A design.

Panel End Closures

End closure designs for the Rene" 41 panels are shown in figures 2 and 3.

These designs were derived from the experience gained in developing satis-

factory end closures for tubular aluminum panels. A summary of the aluminum

panel end closure development is contained in reference 9.



t= 016

R= 1.575

(4.000)

DESIGN CONDITIONS: RENE 41 1350° F. (1005 K)

PANEL SIZE: 43 in x 19 in (109 cm x 48 cm)

LOAD. Nx = 800lb/in(140kN/m)

Nxy = 250 Ib/in (43.8 kN/m)

p = .75lb/in2(5.2kN/m2)

CONFIGURATION TYPE 2 MASS = 1.569 Ibm/ft2

(7.668 kg/m2)

4.425

(11.240)

CONFIGURATION TYPE 2A MASS = 1.561 Ibm/ft2

(7.629 kg/m4

DIMENSIONS: INCHES
(cm)

Figure J. OPTIMUM PANEL CROSS SECTIONS
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Figure 2. PANEL PLANFORM AND PROFILE DETAILS-CONFIGURATION TYPE 2
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Figure 3. PANEL PLAN FORMAND PROFILE DETAILS-CONFIGURATION TYPE 2A



The secondary beads formed in the end closure flat areas during the end

closure forming operation are removed prior to final panel assembly. The

purpose of forming these secondary beads is to take up the excess width

of material in the end closure, thereby preventing compression wrinkling in

the flats during forming. The removal of the secondary beads is necessary

for two reasons: first, to prevent air flow through the panel, since center

sheet doublers which sealed this leakage path in the bonded aluminum panels

are not compatible with the welded assembly process used for the Rene 41

panels; second, to permit a more satisfactory attachment of heat shield

support clips.

' Doublers

Fingered doublers are required at the panel ends to transmit loads from the

flat ends into the beaded portion of the panel. The doublers also serve to

stabilize the flat areas in the end closure region. The center sheet doublers

which were used successfully with the bonded assembly of the aluminum panels

(See ref, 9.) are not feasible with the welded assembly of the Rene 41 panels.

Therefore, the present panel designs call for external doublers only. Figures

4 and 5 show doubler details for the type 2 panel configuration. The doublers

consist of two contoured sheets of 0.018 in. (0.046 cm) Rene 41 material on

each surface of the panel at its ends for a total doubler thickness of 0.072

in. (0.183 cm), or 0.036 in. (0.091 cm) on each surface of the panel. This

thickness of doubler was selected to match the doubler thickness of the exist-

ing beaded panels which these panels will replace in the hypersonic wing test

structure described in reference 11. Thus, the tubular panels can be installed

directly, without any shimming required to maintain concentric load transfer

between the beaded and tubular panels. The 0.036 in. (0.091 cm) doubler

thickness will also provide increased stability in the end closure flat areas

which is desired with the removal of the secondary beads.

The doubler fingers are tapered to achieve gradual transfer of load into

the panel without stress concentrations developing in the flats or the tube

walls which might cause premature local buckling. The taper is achieved

by stepping from two doubler sheets to one and by planform tapering of the

10
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(25.65)

11.10
(28.19)

DIMENSIONS. INCHES
(cm)

Figure 4. PANEL UPPER SURFACE DOUBLER DETAILS-CONFIGURA TION TYPE 2
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DIMENSIONS: INCHES
(cm)

(SYM.)

Figures. PANEL LOWER SURFACEDOUBLER DETAILS-CONFIGURATION TYPE 2
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doubler fingers, as indicated in figures 4 and 5. The planform taper of the

doubler fingers was adopted in preference to tapering the thickness because

it is difficult to weld multisheet stackups satisfactorily when the outer

sheets are appreciably thinner than the interior sheets.

The doubler fingers adjacent to the panel edges have been trimmed away on

the lower surface of the panel, i.e., the surface facing the interior of the

wing box. This provides clearance for the spar caps to which, the panel edges

are attached in the same manner as the existing beaded panels. On the

upper surface of the panel the lengths of the doubler fingers adjacent to the

edges have been tailored so as not to interfere with drilling of the fastener

holes. The fastener hole locations along the panel edge are indicated in

figure 4.

A nominal clearance of 0.05 in. CO-13 cm) is provided between the doubler

planform and the bead mold lines to accommodate bend radii and cumulative

error in forming of the beaded sheets.

The doubler details for the type 2A panel configuration are similar to

those described for the type 2 panels. The only essential difference is

that the doubler fingers are narrower to accommodate the type 2A cross

section.

Heat Shield Standoff Clips

Heat shield standoff clips designed for use with the tubular Rene" 41 panels

are not necessarily representative of flight hardware. They were designed

to hold the heat shields in place during testing in the hypersonic wing test

structure. The only design requirement was that they flex sufficiently to

allow thermal expansion of the heat shields at 1600°F 0-144 K).

The clips are formed from 0.018 in. CO.046 cm) Rene" 41 stock according to the

details shown in figure 6. The nut plates CNS103758-02) indicated in the

figure are to be furnished and installed by NASA at FRC. The height of

the clips is designed to effect a junction with the lower surface of the

13



heat shield support beams at 1.41 in. (3.58 cm) above the panel mid-plane

when the nut plates are installed and the clips are mounted on top of the

panel doublers, i.e.', at the locations adjacent to the panel ends. When

the clips are mounted at the locations adjacent to the panel center,

where there are no doublers, they are to be shimmed or bent slightly as

necessary to make up the 0.036 in. (0.091 cm) lacking in height, depending

on the required tolerances.

The installation of the heat shield clips on the panel is shown in figure 7.

The vertical legs of the clips are oriented toward the centers of the heat

shield panels to allow unrestricted thermal expansion. Heat shield clips

and panels are furnished with mounting holes for No. 10 size fasteners, as

indicated in figures 6 and 7.
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.968
(2.459)
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Figure 6. HEA T SHIELD STANDOFF CLIP DETAIL
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PANEL FABRICATION

The methods used to manufacture the Rene 41 panels are an extension of the

technology developed for manufacturing aluminum panels during the initial

phase of the advanced structural panel program. This technology features an

incremental brake-forming approach, which has been shown to be cost effective

compared with conventional methods of forming trapped beads. The brake-

forming approach also permits greater versatility in selecting bead cross

section geometry, and it eliminates thinning of the material at the crown of

the bead caused by stretching in the conventional forming methods. Both of

these features are necessary to design and produce minimum weight beaded and

tubular structural panels. The rationale for, and the development of, the

incremental brake-forming method are discussed in more detail in reference 9.

The principal difference between manufacturing the aluminum panels and the

Rene 41 panels is the assembly method. The aluminum panels, which were tested

at room temperature, were assembled by bonding with the end closure region

reinforced with rivets. Considerations of fabrication cost, mass efficiency,

and high temperature aging and test environments resulted in the selection of

welding for assembly of the Rene 41 panels.

The manufacturing sequence for producing the Rene" 41 advanced structural

panels is outlined in figure 8. The various stages indicated are discussed

in more detail in the following subsections.

Uniform Section Forming

The uniform section forming technique consists of forming each bead separately

in a mechanical press brake. A two part die is used to wrap the bead around

a male mandrel. The dimensions of the mandrel include springback factors, so

that the bead will have the desired radius and bend angle after release from

the tool. This method eliminates thinning of the material which is inherent

in conventional methods of forming trapped beads.

17
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The forming sequence for the configuration 2 cross section is illustrated in

figures 9 through 12. Each bead element is formed individually by wrapping

the bead and setting the 2t bend radii at the bead-flat intersections at the

end of the forming stroke. In figure 9 the flat blank of 0.018 in (0.046 cm)

Rene 41 stock is shown being positioned in the tool prior to the forming

stroke. Sheared dimensions of the flat blank were 22.3 x 44.3 inches (56.6

x 112.5 cm) for a nominal excess in developed width of 0.5 in. (1.3 cm), and

in overall length of 1.4 in. (3.6 cm). Index holes were punched by numerical

control at 2.593 in. (6.586 cm) intervals in surplus material at the ends of

the blank to locate the centerline of each, primary and secondary bead. Figure

10 shows an end view of the forming tool with the blank in place. One bead

has already been formed and the forming stroke is beginning to wrap the second

bead. Figure 11 shows the completion of the forming stroke which sets the 2t

bend radii at the bead-flat intersections. The 2t bend radius of the female

die has been increased to approximately lOt at the ends of the tool so that the

bead-flat mold line will not interfere with reforming of the end closures.

In figure 12 the press is opening and the formed bead is released showing

springback of the material from the tool contour.

In figure 13 two sheets are shown with the uniform section forming completed.

These two sheets will eventually constitute two halves of a tubular panel

sub assembly.

The forming sequence for the configuration 2A cross section is similar to that

just described, except that two stages are required as follows:

First stage—wrap flute and side radii of basic bead element in a contin-

uous sine-wave type configuration, and form the 2t bend radii at the

bead-flat intersection.

Second stage—set the 2t bend radii and angle at the flute-sidewall

intersection.

A more detailed description of this two stage forming sequence for fluted

beads can be found in reference 9.
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Figure 9: FLA T BLANK POSITIONED IN UNIFORM
SECTION FORMING TOOL

Figure 10: UNIFORM SECTION FORMING-BEGINNING
OF STROKE

20



Figure 11: UNIFORM SECTION FORMING-COMPLETION
OF STROKE

Figure 12: UNIFORM SECTION FORMING-PA R T REL EASED
SHOWING SPRINGSACK FROM TOOL CONTOUR

21



Figure 13: PANEL HALVES WITH UNIFORM SECTION FORMED

22



End Closure Forming

The panel end closures are produced by reforming the ends of the uniform sec-

tion bead. This is basically a shearing type of deformation in which com-

pression buckling is minimized by forming secondary beads in the flats between

the primary bead end closures. The secondary beads pull the excess material

away from the primary bead end closures during forming. When forming is com-

plete the secondary beads take up the difference between the net panel width

and the developed width of the uniform section.

The Rene panel end closures were formed in two stages, which, also helped to

control compression wrinkling. The first stage formed the basic flat area

and the secondary bead, allowing partial free forming of the primary bead

closure. The second forming stage sized the primary bead closure and slightly

raised the height of the secondary bead. Spring loaded clamp plates were used

in both stages to prevent severe wrinkle formation.

The first stage forming tool is shown in figure 14. The female die is in the

foreground, the male part with clamping springs is in the background, and the

clamping plate lies between them. The second stage forming tool is shown

similarly in figure 15. Figure 16 shows the workpiece, with the formed uniform

section, positioned in the tool ready for first stage end closure forming. The

same workpiece is shown in figure 17 after completion of the first stage form-

ing stroke. The secondary bead with its locating pin and the partially formed

primary bead closure are clearly seen.

The workpiece with end closure forming completed is shown in figure 18. Some

compression wrinkling is evident in the flats. Rand planishing was applied in

these areas to improve flatness prior to assembly. Also prior to assembly, the

secondary beads were removed (see discussion under PANEL DESIGN - Panel End

Closure) by a simple blanking operation. Shims cut with the same blanking die

were installed during final assembly to fill the spaces vacated by blanking out

the secondary beads.

23



Figure 14: FIRST STAGE END CLOSURE FORMING TOOL

Figure 15: SECOND STAGE END CLOSURE FORMING TOOL



Figure 16: PANEL UNIFORM SECTION POSITIONED FOR FIRST
STAGE END CLOSURE FORMING

Figure 17: END CLOSURE AFTER COMPLETION OF FIRST
STA GE FORMING STROKE SHOWING SECOND A R Y
BEAD

25



Figure 18: PANEL HALF WITH UNIFORM SECTION AND END
CLOSURES FORMED
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Further study of the end closure forming operation appears to be warranted for

production applications. Variations in both the configuration and the forming

sequence should be investigated to arrive at an end closure that can be pro-

duced without any compression wrinkling.

Doublers

Doublers consisted of two layers per side of 0.018 in. (0.046 cm) thick material,

contoured as shown in figures 4 and 5. These were fabricated by shearing to

overall width and length dimensions, punching index holes, blanking out the

bead outline with a nominal 0.05 in. CO.13 cm) clearance, and hand trimming the

tapered finger portions. The blanking operation is seen in figure 19.

The doubler pairs were spot welded into subassemblies prior to final panel

assembly. For production applications it is recommended that doublers be

fabricated from one thickness of material, 0.036 in. (0.091 cm), and chem-milling

to obtain reduced thickness transitions. This would eliminate the operation

of welding doubler pairs into subassemblies and would facilitate spot welding

of the final panel assemblies.

Assembly

Four assembly methods were considered for the Rend 41 advanced structural

panels:

1) riveting

2) brazing

3) fusion welding

4) resistance welding

Riveting was excluded because of the weight penalty and the difficulty of

drilling and deburring small holes in the Rend 41 alloy which would result

in high manufacturing costs. Brazing was excluded because of anticipated high

costs for process development and tooling and because of complications in the

heat treat cycle.

27



Figure 19: BLANKING OF DOUBLER CUTOUTS
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Comparative tests were conducted between fusion welding (electron beam) and

resistance welding (roller seam and spot) . Resistance welding was selected

initially because of its economy and versatility. However, electron beam

welding was investigated as the only practical method of attaching tapered

thickness doublers to the panels with a continuous weld path. Electron beam

welding was abandoned when compression buckling occurred in the bead sidewalls

as a result of shrinkage in the adjacent weld seam. It was concluded that

extensive development of restraint fixturing and additional thermal treatment

would probably be required to overcome this problem. Instead of attempting to

overcome the fusion welding problems, it was decided to taper the doubler fingers

in planform rather than in thickness and to attach them by resistance welding.

Roller seam welding was used for joining the two panel halves. Figure 20 shows

the panel halves clamped together in preparation for seam welding. Figure 21

shows the panel subassembly in the roller seam welding process. Figure 22

shows the finished panel subassembly. Three seam welds run lengthwise in the

interior flats and two seams along each exterior flat. The seams adjacent to

the beads are continued around the end closures and out to the panel edges.

Additional short longitudinal seams are added to the end closure flat areas.

Figure 23 shows doubler pairs being spot welded together to form a doubler

subassembly. Doubler and panel subassemblies are clamped together as shown

in figure 24 in preparation for final assembly. At this stage the shims have

been added to fill in the spaces vacated by blanking out the secondary beads.

Figure 25 shows the spot welding of the panel final assembly. The final spot

welds to join the doubler and panel subassemblies were made through the original

two sheet nuggets formed when spot welding each doubler pair. This procedure

minimized interface tolerance problems by absorbing weld penetration variations

in the thick doubler nugget rather than in the thin outer doubler ply.

Panel and end closure joining operations would be simplified by the use of

thicker doubler material, chem-milled as necessary to obtain reduced thickness

transition. Resistance welding of 4-sheet stackups of similar thickness plies

remains a marginal process with current facilities and techniques. This

problem can be resolved by using chem-milled doublers with increased thickness

pads on outer plies for the spot weld nugget.
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Figure 20: PANEL HALVES CLAMPED TOGETHER PRIOR
TO SEAM WELDING

Figure 21: SEAM WEL DING OF PANEL SUBASSEMBL Y

Figure 22: PANEL SUBASSEMBL Y WITH SEAM WELDING COMPLETED
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Figure 23: SPOT WELDING DOUBLER SUBASSEMBL Y

Figure 24: DOUBLER AND PANEL SUBASSEMBLIES CLAMPED
PRIOR TO FINAL ASSEMBL Y
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Figure 25: SPOT WELDING PANEL FINAL ASSEMBLY

Figure 26: PANEL FINAL ASSEMBL YMOUNTED IN AGING RACK
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Heat Treatment

Heat treatment applied to the Rene 41 panels consisted of a dual age after

final weld assembly. Material was procured in the solution annealed condition,

1975°F (1352 K) . After welding but prior to net trim operations, the panels

were aged at 1650°F (1172 K) for one hour, followed by 1400°F (1033 K) for

ten hours. This cycle was established from previous experience with Rene" 41

to minimize strain-age cracking tendencies without large sacrifices in tensile

strength. Aging was accomplished in a cold wall, radiantly heated vacuum

furnace to prevent surface embrittling from oxidation at the 1650°F (1172 K)

temperature. As a precaution against outgassing problems, vent holes were

drilled in the deads at one end on the bottom side of the panel and in the

flats between seam welds near the panel center, and the temperature was held

for 15 minutes at 600°F (589 K) and 800°F (700 K) during heat up. No formal

fixturing was required; panel assemblies were suspended from a simple rack as

shown in figure 26. Figure 27 shows the vacuum furnace with a panel assembly

ready to be installed for aging.

Panel Specimens

Six panels of the configuration 2 design were fabricated and delivered to the

NASA Flight Research Center for future testing at elevated temperature in the

hypersonic wing test structure.

After assembly and heat treating the panels were trimmed to final size in a

conventional horizontal milling machine set up with an abrasive cutoff wheel

using freon lubricant. Mounting holes for heat shield standoff clips were

drilled on a tape controlled NC drill press. Net panel dimensions and clip

mounting hole locations are seen in figure 7. Figure 28 shows one of the

finished panels ready for packaging and shipping.

Panel cross section geometry was checked on three of the panels selected at

random. Plastic molds were cast covering the entire width on one side of

each panel at three locations: at the transverse centerline, and approxi-

mately ten inches on either side of the transverse centerline. These molds
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Figure 27: VACUUM FURNACE WITH PANEL FINAL ASSEMBL Y
READY FOR AGING
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provided profiles of the uniform cross section geometry which were carefully

traced and measured. Average values of the fabricated cross section dimen-

sions so determined are compared with nominal design values below:

DESIGN in.
VALUE (cm)

MEASURED in.
VALUE (cm)

DIFFERENCE %

BEAD
RADIUS

1.781
(4.524)

1.701
(4.321)

-4.5%

BEAD
HEIGHT

0.8905
(2.262)

0.8955
(2.275)

+0.6%

BEAD
WIDTH

3.085
(7.836)

3.066
(7.788)

-0.6%

FLAT
WIDTH

1.452
(3.688)

1.472
(3.739)

+1.4%

Except for the bead radius, differences between measured and design values

are minor. The bead radius measurements were taken over a 60° arc at the crown

of the bead. The bead radii appeared to increase to values considerably

larger than the design value adjacent to the flats. This variation in bead

radius is due primarily to chem-milling of the sheets after forming which

affected the springback characteristics of the remaining material. (Chem-

milling was accomplished after forming because forming tools were developed for

material with a thickness of 0.018 - 0.0185 inch (0.046 - 0.047 cm) prior to

a decision to chem-mill the sheets to bring them closer to the design thickness

of 0.016 inch (.041 cm).) For production applications prior negotation with

the supplying mill could achieve closer material thickness control, thus elimi-

nating the chem-milling step and resulting in better overall configuration control,

Thicknesses of the formed and chem-milled sheets were measured randomly in

several places prior to assembling the panels. Thickness values ranged from

0.0165 in. (0.042 cm) to 0.017 in. (0.043 cm). Further thickness reduction was

not attempted because of the risk of seriously reduced local buckling

strengths if the final thickness were less than the design value of 0.016 in.

(0.041 cm) at any place near the crown of the bead.
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Figure 28: RENE'41 ADVANCED STRUCTURAL PANEL
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Panel components were weighed prior to assembly, and the finished mass of

one panel was obtained after net trim but before drilling. Masses are

summarized below:

Pounds (kg)

Mass of formed panel half with shims

(untrimmed) 5.05 (2.290)

Doubler parts, one end of panel

(untrimmed)

bottom, short 0.364 (0.165)

bottom, long 0.415 (0.188)

top, short 0.463 (0.210)

top, long 0.553 (0.251)

Panel subassembly (untrimmed) 10.10 (4.581)

Doubler subassemblies (untrimmed) 3.59 (1.628)

Panel assembly (untrimmed) 13.69 (6.210)

Panel assembly (trimmed) 12.80 (5.806)

Finished masses of panel components were not available because they were

not trimmed to final size until after the panels were assembled. Eowever,

their approximate mass can be inferred by comparing the mass of the panel

assembly before and after trimming. By this reasoning the mass of the uniform
2

section of the fabricated panel is determined to be 1.651 Ibm/ft (8.106
2 2

kg/m ). Comparing this value to the design mass of 1.569 Ibm/ft (7.668
2

kg/m ) indicates that the average sheet thickness is 0.0168 in. (0.0426 cm),

which is 5 percent greater than the nominal design value of 0.016 in.

(0.041 cm).

The joint mass penalty is 36%, which is twice that found for similar alumi-

num panels in reference 8. The higher joint weight penalty for the Rene" 41

panels can be attributed to excess doubler weight. Doublers were made thicker
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than necessary for strength in order to be compatible with the existing hyper-

sonic test structure and beaded panels. By optimizing the design of the end

closures and doublers specifically for the tubular panels, the joint weight

penalty could be reduced considerably.

End Closure/Local Buckling Specimens

Small size, end closure/local buckling specimens were fabricated and tested

prior to fabricating the panel specimens. Three specimens of each design

were fabricated and tested to demonstrate adequate strength in the end closures

and to verify the local buckling analysis equations used in designing the

panels. The results of these tests are discussed in the following section of

this report, entitled TESTING.

The same tooling developed for the panel specimens was used in forming the

end closure/local buckling specimens, and essentially identical processing

was applied in assembly and heat treating.

These specimens were narrower than the panel specimens, having only three

tubes instead of four. They were also shorter, with, end closures formed at

one end only. The open ends of the specimens were potted in tooling plastic

for gripping and loading in the test fixture. Edge chords of aluminum T

section were attached along the sides to stabilize the edges and to distribute

shear loads into the specimen. Loads were applied to the specimens through

the potting at one end and through aluminum angles attached back to back to

form loading flanges at the other end. The edge chords and the loading

flanges were attached to the specimen with number 10 size fasteners spaced

at 1.75 in. (4.45 cm). Specimens to be tested in shear, and in combined

compresssion and shear, were drilled at both ends for installation in the

combined load local buckling test fixture described in reference 10. The ends

of specimens to be tested in compression only were machined flat and parallel

for loading in a universal test machine.
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Typical end closure/local buckling specimens of the two configurations are

shown in figures 29 and 30. The length of the specimens is 24 inches (61 cm),

comprising 11 inches (28 cm) of end closure, including the doubler fingers, 9

inches (23 cm) of uniform section, and 4 inches (10 cm) of potting. The

specimens shown have not been drilled for installation in the combined load

local buckling test fixture. The short channel sections on either side of the

specimens at the potted ends help achieve uniform load distribution by trans-

mitting applied compression loads into the edge chords.

The end closures of the fluted tubular specimens differed slightly from the

original design. Instead of extending the flutes out to the extreme end of

the bead closure, as indicated in figure 3, they were continued parallel from

the uniform section until they intersected the surface of the bead closeout.

Thus, the flutes end about 2.1 inch (5.3 cm) short of the end of the bead

closeout, as seen in figure 30. This modification of the original design was

expected to give adequate end closure strength while reducing the cost of

tool development.
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Figure 29: END CLOSURE/LOCAL BUCKLING TEST SPECIMEN-
CONFIGURATION 2

Figure 30: END CLOSURE/LOCAL BUCKLING TEST SPECIMEN-
CONFIGURATION 2A



TESTING

Six 43 in. x 19 in. (109 cm x 48 cm) Rene 41 panels were fabricated as des-

cribed in the preceding section of this report, and delivered to NASA Flight

Research Center where they will be tested under combined loads of compression

and shear at elevated temperature. In support of this work, end closure/

local buckling specimens were tested at room temperature for the dual purpose

of demonstrating adequate end closure strength to transmit design and test loads

into the panel specimens, and to verify the local buckling equations used in

the panel design and analysis. Three end closure/local buckling specimens for

each of the two panel configurations were fabricated and tested. For each

configuration, one specimen was tested in compression, one in shear, and

one in combined compression and shear. Typical specimens of the two configu-

rations are seen in figures 29 and 30.

The compression only specimens were tested in a 300 kip (1335 kN) universal

test machine. Eight strain gages were installed on the uniform section of

each specimen in the longitudinal direction to control uniformity of load

application and to monitor maximum compressive strains in the tube walls.

The shear and the combined compression and shear specimens were tested in the

combined load local buckling test fixture which was designed and used earlier

for testing similar beaded and tubular aluminum local buckling and end closure

specimens. A description of this test fixture is contained in reference 10.

Each shear test specimen was instrumented with four longitudinal strain gages

and two strains rosettes in the uniform section to monitor load uniformity and

maximum stresses in the tube walls. Each combined load specimen was instru-

mented with six longitudinal strain gages and two strain rosettes used simi-

larly. All of the shear and combined load specimens were instrumented with

moire grid to monitor distortions in the end closure flat regions during

loading.

All specimens were loaded incrementally. After each increment of load was

applied, strain gage data were read and recorded manually, using a speedomax

readout system, and photos of the moire fringe patterns were taken. Load was

increased until failure occurred.
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Results of the end closure/local buckling specimen tests and analytically

predicted failure loads for the panel specimens are presented and discussed

in the following subsections.

End Closure/Local Buckling Test Results

Maximum test loads applied to each of the six end closure/local buckling

specimens are given in figure 31 and are compared with predicted failure loads

for the full size, 43 in. x 19 in. (109 cm x 48 cm) panels when loaded in the

same condition. The first character group in the specimen identification

number indicates the configuration: 2 is the circular arc tubular configura-

tion; 2A is the fluted tubular configuration. The last character group indi-

cates the test load condition: C for compression, S for shear, and CS for

combined compression and shear. The test loads given do not necessarily

represent maximum end closure strengths, since most failures were due to local

buckling of the tube walls in the uniform section of the specimen. Therefore,

the margins of safety indicated in the figure are lower bounds. They indicate

adequate end closure strengths for both panel configurations to transmit full

panel design loads and predicted maximum panel test loads over the range of

proposed test load conditions.

Local buckling test failure stresses are compared with those predicted by

the analysis in figure 32. The analysis consists of the local buckling

equations described in reference 8. In the case of the circular arc tubular

specimens, type 2, these equations include the modifications made to achieve

correlation with the aluminum panel test results as described in reference 8.

In the case of the fluted tubular specimens, type 2A, the original equations

given in Section 12, "Static Strength Analysis," of reference 8 are used,

since satisfactory correlation of analysis with tests of the fluted aluminum

specimens was not achieved. The test results given in the figure are maximum

stresses determined from strain gage readings at critical locations recorded

during the tests. The poor correlation obtained with specimen 2A-R-E-2S is

probably due to premature failure which initiated in the end closure at the

flute runout. Failures of all other specimens appeared to be due to local

buckling of the tube walls in the uniform section.
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The correlation factors (correlation factor = test value/analytically predicted

value) for the type 2 specimens indicate that the analysis which was verified

by tests of aluminum panels is not adequate for the present Rene panel speci-

mens. Several factors may have contributed to this poorer correlation:

1) The aluminum test data was obtained from specimens with deep

beads (half angle approaching 90°) , while the Rene" test data presented

here was obtained from specimens having much shallower beads (half

angle equal to 60°, see figure 1). This difference in configuration

may have had some effect on the correlation; however, the principal

effect was probably caused by differences in the shape of the panel

cross section from the design as shown in Figure 1.

2) Measured dimensions taken from the panel specimens are assumed to be

representative of the end closure/local buckling specimens since both

types of specimens were formed using the same tools. These measured

dimensions were presented and discussed earlier under the subsection

entitled Panel Specimens. All dimensions except bead radius were

found to be very close to the design values. The bead radius was

found to be smaller than the design value near the crown, while

increasing to a value considerably larger than the design value adja-

cent to the flats, i.e., near the panel midplane. This variation in

bead curvature suggests that the panels would be stronger than pre-

dicted in bending because compression stresses are highest near the

crown where the curvature is greatest and much lower near the panel

midplane where the curvature is less. However, in the case of pure

axial compression, as in the test of specimen 2-R-E-l-C, the com-

pression stress is essentially uniform over the entire cross section

and the lesser curvature near the midplane causes the local buckling

strength to be less than predicted.

3) Although shear stresses are also essentially uniform over the panel

cross section, shear buckle wave lengths are considerably greater

than for compression buckles. The good correlation in shear indicates

that the local buckling strength in shear is influenced more by the
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greater curvature near the crown than by the lesser curvature near

the flats. This reasoning accounts, at least partially, for the

greater than predicted shear strength observed in testing specimen

2-R-E-2-S.

To assist in predicting test loads and panel behavior for the type 2 panels

designed and fabricated in this program, it is suggested that an additional

knockdown factor of .86 be applied to the compression local buckling stress

as given by equation 14-3 of reference 8. This modification achieves cor-

relation of analysis and test for specimen 2-R-E-l-C, and thus accounts for

the variations in bead curvature which resulted from chem-milling after

forming. No modification to the local buckling analyses for bending or for

shear are recommended. There is not sufficient test data available here to

warrant adoption of less conservative analysis methods than those already

established by test in reference 8.

The test results from the type 2A specimens confirm what was found in tests of

similar aluminum specimens and panels that is, present analysis methods do

not give reliable strength predictions for the fluted tubular panels. This

unpredictable behavior is apparently caused by tube distortional modes which

were observed and discussed in reference 8. The correlation factors given in

figure 32 for these specimens are worse than those obtained from tests of

similar aluminum panels. Apparently the presence of end closures at one end

of the Rend specimens allows greater flexibility for distortional modes to

develop than in the case of the aluminum local buckling specimens, which were

potted at both ends. Some success in reducing the effect of distortional modes

was achieved with aluminum panels by using tube stabilizer inserts (see refs.

8 and 9). However, the expected performance and efficiency of the fluted

tubular panels were never fully realized, and no satisfactory test/analysis

correlation was achieved.

Because a satisfactory analysis for the fluted tubular panels was not

achieved, it was decided not to fabricate any 43 in. x 19 in. (109 cm x 48 cm)

Rene panels of the type 2A configuration. Lack of reliable test load pre-

dictions could lead to inadvertent panel failure while testing, with resultant

damage to the hypersonic wing test structure.
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Predicted Panel Strengths for

Proposed Test Load Conditions

A proposed test program for the 43 in. x 19 in. (109 cm x 48 cm) Rend panels

fabricated during this program calls for nondestructive testing at elevated

temperature with five different load conditions. These conditions will be

applied through a built-up wing structure using a whiffle tree to adjust the

loading to achieve compression only, shear only, and three different ratios of

combined compression and shear. Predicted failure loads for the five proposed

test load conditions, with no pressure loading and with p = 0.75 psi
2

(5.2 kN/m ), and for the design load condition which includes lateral pressure,

have been calculated using both the analysis of reference 8 and the analysis

modified as suggested in the preceding subsection of this report. These

predicted failure loads are for a temperature of 1350°F (1005 K) and are

given in table 1. Local buckling is the predicted mode of failure in compres-

sion only and in the design load condition. In the other load conditions

panel instability is critical when p = 0, and local buckling is critical when
2

p = 0.75 psi (5.2 kN/m ). In all cases both the local buckling failure loads

and the panel instability failure loads are given in the table for reference.
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CONCLUSIONS

The objectives of this program were to extend the advanced structural panel

technology developed with aluminum (see refs. 6-10) to a superalloy

material, specifically Rene 41, and to produce panels which will be tested at

high temperature to evaluate their performance in a typical hypersonic air-

frame application. These objectives have been met. Satisfactory fabrication

methods for producing these panels in Ren6 41 were developed and are documented

in this report. Six specimens of these panels were fabricated and delivered

to the Flight Research Center where they will replace selected beaded panels

in the existing hypersonic wing test structure (see reference 11) and will be

tested under combined loads of compression and shear at 1350°F (1005K).

Evaluation of panel performance is deferred until after the elevated tempera-

ture tests have been completed. However, room temperature tests of smaller

specimens have demonstrated that the end closure designs and the fabrication

methods employed result in adequate strength to transmit panel design and

test loads into the panel specimens. Local buckling strength- of these speci-

mens in axial compression was found to be less than predicted because of devia-

tions in the bead radii from the design value. This deviation causes a predicted

strength reduction in the design load condition of three percent. With no

lateral pressure applied the predicted strength in axial compression loading

is reduced by only two percent, and predicted panel strengths in the other pro-

posed test load conditions are unaffected, since panel general instability is

the predicted mode of failure in these cases. With a lateral pressure of 0.75

psi (5.2 kN/m2) the predictei

no greater than 3.5 percent.

2
psi (5.2 kN/m ) the predicted strengths in the proposed test load conditions is

Specific recommendations regarding the design and manufacture of these panels

in Rene 41 are made as follows:

1) The joint mass penalty for the Rene 41 panels is 36% which is twice

that found for similar aluminum panels in reference 8. This higher

joint mass penalty can be attributed to excess doubler mass. The

doublers were made thicker than necessary for strength in order
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to be compatible with, the existing hypersonic test structure and

beaded panels. By optimizing the design of the doublers specifi-

cally for the tubular panels, the joint mass penalty could be

reduced considerably.

2) Multiple-sheet stack-ups cause difficult resistance welding

problems. Doublers should be formed from a single sheet of ade-

quate thickness and chem-milled as necessary to obtain reduced

thickness transitions.

3) Additional end closure development is warranted. Variations in

configuration and forming sequence should be investigated to

eliminate compression wrinkling during end closure forming.

4) Closer thickness control would result in better panel cross

section configuration control by eliminating the need for chem-

milling to obtain the desired sheet thickness. For production

quantities, final panel sheet thickness should be negotiated with

the supplying mill.
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